
20 January 2023

Dear Parent/Carer

Heanor Gate Spencer Academy Ski Tour – Axamer Lizum 2023

Happy New Year to you and I hope the festive period was kind to you all. Now we have returned to school it is exciting to think that
the ski trip is only 5 weeks away. We are writing to ensure everyone is as fully informed as possible regarding the arrangements and
to confirm the process for collecting passports and GHIC cards etc.

Travel details

There have been some amendments to ferry crossings and ferry timetables, and as such, our departure and return times are a little
different to last year and what was outlined at the parents' information evening. These changes are beyond our control and have
been imposed on us via the tour company and travel companies. The travel company has confirmed that we will be leaving Heanor
Gate  Spencer Academy at 3.00pm on Friday 17 February 2023 and following the time schedule outlined below. Please note that the
ETA back to school is not an exact time and will depend on ferry crossings and traffic. Updates will be made with you all via twitter
and communication through the students.

Final timings will be confirmed to you on Friday 3 February but below is our confirmed outbound travel information. All students will
need to be on site between 2.00pm-2.15pm and please park in the main car park (past the turning circle)  at school leaving the side
spaces and driveway clear for the coaches. As it is an INSET day students should arrive in their clothes for travel and students must
wear their tour hoodie which will be distributed to them after school on Friday 10 February 2022.

Your child will be allocated a coach and must travel on their allocated coach at all times. We will endeavour to try and organise the
buses with friendship groups in mind, but no swapping of places will be permitted for safety and security reasons. Bus allocations
will be given out in the student ski meeting on Friday 3 February 2022. We advise that your child brings a pillow for the journey and
it is hoped they will find some time to sleep. They are also permitted to bring any age appropriate DVDs for the on-board TV and are
welcome to bring sweets and snacks for the journey. We will be stopping at service stations both in the UK and in Europe so they
may wish to either bring some food to eat or sterling/euros to buy some refreshments during the journey. Students must wear their
tour hoodie when getting off the bus at any time along the journeys.

Student ski meeting

There will be a meeting for all students attending the ski trip at 3.00pm on Friday 3 February in the Sixth Form common room. This
meeting is essential as we will be going over the finalised itinerary with students, sorting out rooming arrangements and distributing
tour hoodies. The meeting will run from approximately 3.00pm-3.25pm.



Passports and GHIC cards

As discussed at parents’ information evening, we propose to collect all passports and GHIC cards on Monday 6 February 2022. This
will give us plenty of time to photocopy them and sort out any issues prior to departure. All documents will be stored in the school
safe until our departure the following week. Please send your child’s passport and GHIC card into school on this date and ask your
child to deliver them in person to Mrs Brankin or Mrs Stout in room K2 between 8.00am and 8.40am, at break time or between
3.00-3.30pm. If you still haven’t received either your child’s passport or GHIC card then please contact us immediately.

Spending money

All food during the stay at the resort is included in the price of the trip, including our amazing opportunity to eat at the top of the
mountain each lunchtime. There will, however, be opportunities for students to purchase additional items if they so wish, both at
the hotel and on our visit to the local swimming pool and on our evening trip to Innsburck. The hotel and cafes on the mountain
accept both cash and card so preference is entirely up to you. How much or how little you wish to send your child with is a personal
choice, but if you would like a member of staff to look after your child’s spending money, please send them with it in an envelope,
clearly stating how much has been sent.

Tour Twitter account

As discussed we have set up a school twitter account for the ski tour. It is a great way to document the trip and for you to see
pictures of what the students get up to out on the slopes. The twitter handle is @HGSCSkiTour and we will use the hashtag
#axamer2023

Mobile phones

Students are welcome to bring items such as mobile phones, but do so at their own risk. Such items are not covered under our travel
insurance and students need to ensure that all of their belongings are kept safe. Whilst out on the slopes, students should leave their
mobile phones either in the hotel or in their pockets well out of reach. Safety on the slopes Is of paramount importance and
students cannot afford to be distracted in any way.  Now we are no longer part of the EU, various providers have made changes to
their European roaming policies. As the wifi in the resort is not great, I suggest you check your child's phone allowance prior to
travel.

Smoking and alcohol

Smoking, vaping and the consumption of alcohol is prohibited for all students, regardless of age. Students must not attempt to buy
prohibited items whilst on the trip and anyone caught with such items will be sanctioned and risk elements of the trip being heavily
restricted.

Kit List

Please click on the link for the proposed kit list
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JCMvuTQdsy7w5k0ayj3tWTG2HRXn8esqD7C6R7xfRkc/edit?usp=sharing

I hope all of the students are looking forward to the trip and if you require any further information at all then please feel free to
contact us via  skileads2023@heanorgatespencer.com

Yours sincerely

Mr M Jones Miss J Oliver Mr J Chambers

Acting Principal & Trip Leader Deputy Trip Leader Deputy Trip Leader
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